
 
 

   SOIL SURVEY REPORT 
 

CALL ORDER # 5 
 

NHS00-0000-00 (762) 
LOWNDES COUNTY 

 
JUNE 16, 2017 LETTING 

 
Attached is a SOIL SURVEY report on the above referenced 
project. 
 
The Department of Transportation, in making this 
SOIL SURVEY available to contractors, assumes no 
responsibility for its accuracy. No claim will be 
considered if the contractor relies on this information in 
his bidding or in his construction operations and finds 
that it is inaccurate. This SOIL SURVEY is furnished 
FOR INFORMATION ONLY and is not considered as 
part of the plans, specifications, or contract for this 
project.  The contractor’s attention is directed to 
Subsection 102.05 of the Standard Specifications to 
satisfy himself concerning the conditions to be 
encountered. 
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SOIL SURVEY SUMMARY 
SR 7 and SR 122 over I-75 
Lowndes County, Georgia 

Project No. NHS00-0000-00(762) 
Georgia DOT P.I. No. 0000762 

 
 

1. Location / 
       Description 

This project is for the intersection improvements/constructions of SR 7 
(North Valdosta Road) and SR 122 (Main Street) over Highway I-75. The 
improvements include construction of ramps and side streets (see attached 
location map). The project lies north of the city limits of Valdosta in 
Lowndes County. 

  
2. Geology This project will be geologically sited in the Miccosukee Formation of the 

Georgia Coastal Plain. 
  
3. Removal The soils near the proposed grade in the following areas were found to have 

in-place moisture contents far above the optimum moisture contents. This 
condition has the potential to cause severe pumping problems during 
subgrade and base construction. After excavation in these areas is complete, 
we recommend that 24 inches of subgrade soils beneath the pavement and 
shoulders be removed and either dried out and replaced, or replaced with 
drier soils: 

  
 Station to Station 

 
Location 

 
 Shiloh road 20+00± to 40+00± Left and Right 
 Holly lane 10+50± to 13+00± 

Ramp “B” 67+50± to 77+50± 
Reloc. Morven Rd 54+00± to 61+00± 
Reloc. Union Rd 32+50± to 43+00± 

Left and Right 
Right 

Left and Right 
Left and Right 

  
 This work should be done at the direction of the Engineer, and may be 

eliminated if the subgrade soils are dry and stable at the time of 
construction. 

  
4. Subgrade 
       Materials 

We recommend that the top 12 inches of subgrade on this project, 
including ramps and cross roads, be constructed with Class II B3 or 
better material.  
 
This work shall be done in accordance with Special Provision Section 
209. 

  
5. Pavement 
      Design Values 

We recommend the following values for use in the pavement design 
calculations for this project: 

  



 Soil Support Value = 4.0 
 Regional Factor = 1.4 
 Subgrade Reaction, k = 190 pci 
  
 Acceptable base materials for use on this project are graded aggregate, 

limerock, soil cement, and asphaltic concrete bases.  
  
6. Ditch Lining We recommend the following values for use in the ditch lining calculations 

for this project (Sample # 4685 at station Shiloh Rd 48+00 was used as 
representative soils for the Index tests): 

  
 Plasticity Index, PI = 5 

D75 (mm) = 0.229 
Unified Soils Classification System 

(USCS) =
 
SC-SM 

  
7. Slopes Maximum 2:1 slopes will be safe for this project.  
  
8. Groundwater The groundwater elevation was encountered near grade at the time of the 

investigation at the following locations on this project: 
  
 Station to Station Location 
  

Ramp “A”  33+00± to 40+00± 
Ramp “BB” 55+00± to 60+00± 
Reloc. Union Rd 35+00± to 45+00± 

 
Left and Right 
Left and Right 
Left and Right 

   
 We recommend that one layer of low-strength filter fabric be placed on top 

of the existing ground prior to placing the fills, as shown on the attached 
detail, to provide stability for embankment construction.  However, if these 
areas stable at the time of construction, the fabric may be eliminated, as 
directed by the Engineer. 

  
 We recommend that underdrains and drainage stone be set up on an as-

needed basis, as directed by the Engineer, at the following locations: 
 Station to Station Location 
  

Ramp “DD” 80+00± to 84+00± 
 

 
Right 

 
9. Shrinkage We recommend an average shrinkage factor of 25 % for use in the 

earthwork calculations for this project. 
  

10. Culverts We recommend that a 12-inch blanket of Type II Foundation Backfill 
material be placed under the barrel of all culverts and 48-inch diameter and 
larger cross-drains on this project.  
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